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COMMUNITY UPDATE
garlicoin.io

Hey there GRLC Folks,
It's been three whole years since Garlicoin was conceived and brought forth into the
world. Most may not remember the trebuchet, anime and garlic bread memes that
brought us to today, but we're happy to see the influx of attention and community
surrounding this tasty crypto. We're happy to announce that GRLC has seen record
volumes and values in the past week, in both actual trading price and garlicky memes.
Garlicoin can now be traded on at least three exchanges (with more to come) as well as
on Pancakeswap and our mining hashrates are surely melting butter and toasting bread
across the world. Last but absolutely not least, our Developer Community has sprung to
life and we're looking forward to improvements in the Core Wallet as well as a handful of
side projects and even games!
With that, I'd like to introduce our inaugural Garlicoin Community Newsletter, a free,
community-driven update with content ranging from jokes, to memes, to completely srs
GRLC financial analyses. Interested in contributing? Feel free to share your Garlicoin art,
waifus, thoughts, poems and recipes!
Spring is all around us and Garlicoin is sprouting new life.
May the GRLC be ever on your breath... or at least your heart,
Coffee and TV
PS: Please brush your teeth.

POETRY
Thanks to this week’s 3 lovely contributors.
Image drawn by Studio271

A GRLC Haiku – HashesForTheMasses
Garlic here and there. Put my garlic everywhere. Smear it on your bread.

lost fields of wallets – Studio271
so many people cleared their land and planted the cloves
but they were unprepared to handle all of those rows
many left the fields to rot, untamed with weeds
and we all look back with sadness at those nefarious deeds

Untitled – JorgeJorge

The dip is still way
above two weeks ago when
garlic was one cent.

OPEN LETTER
Mr. Allison,
Domino’s was one of the first companies to accept Bitcoin (BTC).
Garlicoin (GRLC) is a garlic-themed cryptocurrency based on the same
source code as Bitcoin, with both community-driven improvements and a
rapidly growing pool of dedicated users. Garlicoin maintains a strong
growth trend, vibrant community, and people consistently willing to
buy and spend GRLC.
We (the Garlicoin community) offer you an advertising opportunity with
minimal risk-- transacting our currency in exchange for products (i.e.
Garlic Bread Twists and Cheesy Bread). We are confident that the
cryptocurrency community at large would be extremely excited by the
possibility of exchanging Garlicoins for Garlic Bread, presenting both
of us great exposure.
Engineers in the community can present a minimum viable product, which
consists of:
a) a Garlicoin Wallet for the Domino’s team,
b) a website where Garlicoin transactions can be made and confirmed
c) an easy way for Domino’s to convert GRLC payments to a preferred Fiat (i.e. USD).
Please let me know if this is an interesting proposition for you and I
will inform the GRLC community and help with further coordination; it
is an exciting time to invest in crypto, and Garlicoin is an excellent
fit for your company!
Regards,
Ken ***
Garlicoin Developer and Community Member

Wow, a garlicky NFT!
Bid here thru May 5 2021:
https://opensea.io/assets/
0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/
22449930401423466932707218496731738203832112571
370677920582022988222139727873

GARLIC MARKET
Buy and sell Garlicoin on r/GarlicMarket! The perfect place for
those that Have [H] GRLC and Want [W] goods and services to
meet those looking to place themselves on the market.

Put up your own listing today!
Don’t forget to check out

GARLICOIN
COOKIES
THANKS TO TURBOZZZ FOR THIS
WONDERFUL CONTRIBUTION

Notes from the Chef
"Mmm, after a delicious garlicy
meal it’s time for dessert. Ever
time I smell these cookies baking
in the oven I am transported back
to being just a mini clove,
sprouting with potential, baking
sugar cookies with my Aunt. I
share with you, my clovest friends,
our secret recipe, as old as the
first computer font."

Tips for Icing
"Consistency is everything,
especially with icing, you want it
to flow, but not run or clump. This
is tricky, you’ll get the feel for it
as you grow your skill. Layering
the colors, take a tea break in
between so the previous layer can
set a little."

An Unbiased Review

The cookies demonstrate the
growth as GRLC begins as baby,
grows roots, scapes, and flowers.
The bake is clean and even, and
the frosting looks yummy. I would
truly gobl gobl. 5 GRLC/GRLC.

ANONYMOUS LETTER
This crypto whale claims to own over 80K in GRLC. They write to the
newsletter:

G’day, fellow garlic enthusiasts. Recently we’ve seen a lot of action from whales driving the price straight
to the floor. These whales often have hundreds of thousands of GRLC. Perhaps they bought in when one
GRLC was less than a penny. Perhaps they’re really wealthy and put in $20k+ just a week ago. Or maybe
they’ve been mining for these last couple years, during GRLC’s moment of hibernation.
I have a confession to make. I am a whale. Not a big whale; nowhere close to the Redditor who sold 900k
GRLC towards the end of April. I am a mini whale. My current balance is around 82k GRLC. This is no
doubt more than most have. In fact, it’s over 0.1% of the total supply. I’ve spent about $7,500 on GRLC so
far.

Now I’m not wealthy by any means. I’m in my early 20s, just getting started in my career. My family isn’t
wealthy either, so no inheritance or anything like that. I did however, stumble on a fortunate investment –
one that provided the seed for this one. You might have already guessed it – Dogecoin.

Now I am fairly new to crypto. Sure I’ve read/researched a lot on it (as everyone should before they invest
in crypto ☺), but I haven’t traded too much. Back in February, I was on Reddit and came across an article
explaining why Doge might hit a dollar by the end of the year, from the $0.05 it was at then. I had an
extra few hundred in savings, so I figured it was worth the risk. Fast forward to April, and I check my
portfolio to see my investment doubled. I started reading some convincing arguments for Doge trending
upward, and put in some more money. I was still able to get in at a low price. It was very volatile following
the rally, so my profits were all over the place. Overall though, between that and some smaller gains from
a couple other cryptocurrencies, I collected about $6500 in profits.

Sometime not too long ago, a few days after “DogeDay”, a friend and I were talking about crypto, and he
brought up “Garlicoin”, another memecoin. I checked out the chart and saw it had gone up by a factor of
10 in the last week. I also saw it had an ATH over 10x higher than the current price at a time. After using
some Reddit analytic tools, I saw that the growth of r/Garlicoin was trending upwards, and it was one of
the few altcoin subs with close to 100k members already; remnants of a community gone dormant after
the crypto crash of 2017. All of this combined with its insanely low market cap and meme-ness made it a
no-brainer. I bought in.

To make a long story short, I made good use of my Doge profits when the prices for GRLC tanked. I didn’t
see myself buying this much at the start, but I have a lot of confidence in the community and the coin
itself (being a fork of LTC and being deflationary). I was able to time my purchases along with the dips. I
ended up re-investing pretty much all of my Doge profits, and then some.

Now who knows where this will go? I truly see a lot of potential here, and have felt right at home with the
community. I’ve met some cool people here so far and look forward to meeting other like-minded crypto
nerds. Sure, I sometimes lay awake and question my life decisions after realizing how much of my net
worth is in a meme, but I’m definitely here for the long haul, and of course that means HODLing.

The key takeaway here is this: “When you profit off of one memecoin, YOLO the profits into another
memecoin.”

tl;dr Bought Doge, profited a lot, re-invested in GRLC
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Credit : Unknown
(please pm)

Credit : jorgejorge

Credit : GarlicFarm

Darrien : Hello my name is Darrien. I

am new mod. I help discord go brrr while
grlc also goes brr. I thought I red a red
name but it turns out its orange and I'm
not good at seeing colour! If you need
anything ping me on discord ok bye

Credit : Danny-Love
Credit : xlrion

GARLIC JOKES
Submit Garlic Jokes or they will be filled with puns.

What does garlic do when it’s hot? It takes its cloves off.

Have you ever heard of the garlic and onions diet? You eat garlic and onions only for a week, you
don't get much thinner but people will stay far away from you so you seem smaller.

I’m Irish and Italian. Half Gaelic, half garlic.
Source: https://upjoke.com/garlic-jokes

